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Chapter 1011

"Here it comes!"

Across the last small iron door, Pushena whispered, and an underhand at his side

instantly picked up a microphone and handed it to him.

He was in no hurry to wait and stood up from the iron frame hemp and rattan
compilation, then picked up the iron frame chair and kneaded it, not much longer into a

ball-shaped iron ball with terrific wrist strength.

"I can't wait yet? Yi Yi Shan love steak Yi Zero Lu?!" Twitter that said in a low

growl.

Jenny squeezed the handcuffs nervously, clenched her teeth and kept shaking her

head, she didn't want to see the next picture, it was too tragic, she cried, but Twitter that
simply ignored ......

"Boss, it should be right here." Ghost Nine's man took out his phone and showed it

to him, pointing to the pattern on it. This pattern location was given by Bob, after all, he
but put all his hopes in the hands of Ghost Nine, so the first resources were given to Ghost
Nine, while Lin Hao naturally did not have, Bob and Lauren exchanged words along the

way, Lauren did not blow a lot of whispers, so Bob thought again and again, and finally

did not give the exact location to Lin Hao, is afraid that Lin Hao suddenly shot, disrupting
their plans ......



"Open the door!" Ghost Nine said overbearingly, the other party surprisingly did

not use a sniper rifle, and moreover did not scream, must be prepared to hard, and Bob

said as long as Lin Hao is in, they will not tear the ticket, although Ghost Nine does not

know what the relationship is, but Bob repeatedly said so accurately, Ghost Nine also
does not doubt, although he felt that this is extremely suspicious, but he did not have too

much mind to think about these issues ......

The two burly men of Ghost Nine, armed with their guns, slammed directly

against the iron door with a fierce 'clang', smashing the ground with dust rising up, like a
haze enveloping the earth, enough to see that no one had come inside for many years.

The smoke and dust cleared and it was a basement that had been abandoned for
years and even the homeless were reluctant to move in. There were dozens of abandoned
factory buildings from the former factories, but because it was a basement, it caused even

the homeless to start being choosy, after all, in this part of the ruins of No. 8, it was so big
that there were more luxurious rooms for them to choose from, there was no need to

choose such a dirty and dark place ......

A long corridor with countless rooms with iron doors closed, several rooms

emitting faint wind blowing sounds, and the sound of Jenny crying coming from one of

the rooms, Lin Hao and Bob looked at each other, Lin Hao instantly anger on his face, Bob
more worried up.

Inside the dark corridor, push that dressed in a vest came out from inside, like a
lookout general, but after seeing the whole face, make people feel like a rat under the

ground, Lauren looked at it in disgust, no wonder so like in such a dirty basement, it turns
out he is the same as a rat, but immediately alarmed, "Orcs!"



Lauren's roar startled the people around him, Bob stared at the tweet that, his
heart chilled, he had just thought why this man was so weird, but now it seemed that it

was an Orc!

This up is half-orc, then how can his daughter Jenny be saved ...... he despaired
and kept shaking his head, not even thinking about fighting ......

Ghost nine is also eaten look at the tweet that, come up directly is half orc, how
can they fight him? Topang in front of 'X', seems not worth mentioning ......

The previously vowed Ghost Nine was instantly like an aubergine, looking at Bob's
already desperate face, incomparably white, Lauren an old face, directly desperate to

cry ......

Looked at ghost nine and Bob this desperate to cry face, push the hideous face of a

slight smile, he fiercely a speed, like a rat inside the darkness of the night, let out a
twittering sound, less than two seconds, this dozens of meters of travel, directly from the

original place to the heel of ghost nine, ghost nine frightened directly draw a gun, but he
drew the gun too slow, directly by push that grabbed that arm, a fierce twist, ghost nine
miserable voice came 'ah...' "My arm ......"

The image of a cupped gun hand spilling blood in the darkness of the night, like a
scarlet moon ......

Brutal and bloody, violent and overbearing ......



Chapter 1012

Ghost 9 was about to faint from the pain, but Twitter that was saying, "Just you Tropang

and you're still calling for war with us? It's ridiculous."

After saying that, he directly threw Ghost Nine to the side, and Ghost Nine, who
was about to faint, woke up directly from the pain, leaning on the iron wall in cold sweat,
letting the rust stain the damage, he was going to die, he knew that he didn't care about
these tetanus and other things anymore, and Twitter that was like a big mountain that he

couldn't cross, no matter how he struggled, he couldn't escape, he wasn't resisting
anymore ......

It will be remembered that all these years of storms are over ......

In the middle of his desperate pupils, dripping blood, gray pupils inside, pushing
that towards Lin Hao, and he despised the oriental people? Flicker love westwood love

zero steak Shan? , standing motionless.

Ben in he thought that the next defeat of the troops, but the situation is unusually

calm.

The evil face moved all sorts of ghostly faces, but Lin Hao laughed, he felt
ridiculous. Just now pushing that outburst of power, if before he was only the innate clan
master, I'm afraid he still feel a slight tricky, now it seems that he feels too weak, he does
not even need to cast the extreme dao, he can directly crush ......

Orcs? How desperate ......



He was shaking his head! Twitter that eyes coalesced in some disbelief, but
immediately thought of this man as someone who had participated in the overthrow of
the Black Scorpion Elite Division and thought there should be some gumption ......

"The actual fact is that you're going to be stunned by me. I have to say that the

death of the Black Scorpion boss at your hands was justifiable, after all, there are still
more Heavenly Patriarchs in China, and it was in your stronghold, we suffered a loss! But
nowadays, if the Black Scorpion encounters an Ascended Master, it will be a full meal

inevitably! I don't know how it would feel to eat an Innate Patriarch, this thousands of
hammered flesh, is it as delicious as good beef ......" said Tui Te Na, staring at Lin Hao,
looking at him carefully, as if tasting a beautiful thing placed on the table, not caring at

all about Lin Hao's emotional changes, in his s eyes, Lin Hao is already dead, too dead to

die ......

With such strength of his own, he had no room to resist at all ......

"What!" Ghost Nine sat up in shock, the Black Scorpion was really destroyed by Lin
Hao and the others? This couldn't be! Aren't all Easterners trash? How could they

possibly have exterminated the Black Scorpions?

The men of Ghost Nine also looked at this Oriental, their hearts were shocked, but
at the same time, they felt that he was powerful and reasonable, how can I put it, the aura
that Lin Hao exploded out earlier made me think that this man was not a piece of cake,
but now it seemed that he was not really vulgar. And then look at their boss, he was
exterminated by the other side in one look, the boss definitely has a problem with his

eyesight ......



They looked up at Lin Hao and felt that this man might be their next hope, after all,
they all despaired straight away after seeing their boss being exterminated, and now that

they saw Lin Hao, they suddenly felt that they saw hope ......

Lauren, however, kept shaking his head, he didn't believe that the Oriental was so
strong, to be precise, he didn't believe that Lin Hao was so strong ......

Bob looked at Lin Hao with a twisted expression, not knowing what he was

thinking ......

"Is something that is not human a half-orc?" Lin Hao sneered, he was incredibly
disgusted by such inhuman things. Mainly because he had captured Jenny, of course! He
deserved to die!

"You seek death!" Pustner didn't accept this identity like the other Orcs, although
he enjoyed the power it brought, he abhorred his body, just like Lin Hao said, he was
inhuman ......

Push that punch blast out, directly smashed the air issued a muffled sound, a
horrible sound, suppressed every at this moment tension incomparable suppressed to the

extreme heart, they stared at this punch, although they all can not see this punch speed,
but they look forward to the results, because this is their hope to live ......

Jenny looked at the monitor screen and the 'X' organizer who was manipulating

the screen for her said with a smirk of contempt, "I'm afraid this oriental monkey is going

to get a hole punched in him with this punch from our boss, hey ......"



Jenny's already tense heart tensed up straight away, her heart silently praying and
shedding tears as she said, "Brother Lin, it's all my fault ...... the one who deserved to die

was me ......"

Chapter 1013

Just when everyone was expecting Lin Hao to be finished with a punch, Twitter that hard
one? steak westward to close Shan Yi closed? punch was caught by Lin Hao with just one

hand!

Yes, that slight yank that ripped Ghost Nine's arm off was blocked by Lin Hao!
Ghost Nine's pupils were wide open in total disbelief, this was too surprising, they
couldn't believe ...... how could an Oriental be so strong, Lauren rubbed her eyes, had
rubbed her eyes, still looking in disbelief at Lin Hao standing still, a different expression
finally appeared on that bland expression of Only this expression, very contemptuous, as
if to say that this is it?

"That's it?" Then Lin Hao looked at the tweet that mockingly said, Lin Hao's
expression was very contemptuous, a look of complete contempt.

Boom!

"Impossible!" Pushtna grimaced once again, his entire face was incomparably

twisted, he couldn't believe it, he was so strong, why was such a confident punch that

crushed Lin Hao easily blocked by him!



He couldn't believe it!

When could an Oriental monkey be so strong? Even if Bruce Lee was alive, he
thought he could easily defeat him, after all, the existence inside the Pope was very

despised Bruce Lee, they thought Bruce Lee was just a movie and drama star ......

The most important thing is that the pope is the only one who can easily defeat
Bruce Lee. The inferior westerners, even the eastern Japanese are worse, at least the
eastern Japanese worship the truly strong, will recognize their own shortcomings, of
course, the eastern Japanese are soft-boned, beat them to lose, they will city in who, to
put it nicely is a good bird choose the wood to rest, hard to hear is the wall grass ......

"You must be suffering from internal injuries! That must be it!" Twitter that
suddenly laughed wildly to, "Ahahahaha, you must be bluffing, yes, that must be it, after
all, back then Bruce Lee was also overwhelmed by us, if he hadn't gone off to make a

movie, I'm afraid he would have been eaten by us Orcs, huh, false oriental monkey, next
punch, I'm going to get serious!" Twitter that screamed.

Lin Hao shook his head, can't imagine that this half-orc is so good-hearted, at the
same time also think that the arrogance of the westerners really flow from the bones of
the false ......

The crowd of Ghost Nine I who had seen hope, once again fell into deep thought.

They are Westerners, they also admire Bruce Lee, but Bruce Lee is so strong, but in
the mouth of Twitter that is worthless, this is not a disguised confirmation of what Twitter

said, Lin Hao only took such a punch ......



The most powerful personification of oriental martial arts, he is so strong, but in
the eyes of the Orcs is nothing, just eat, so is Lin Hao as strong as Bruce Lee? Obviously

not ......

They look slowly darkened, Lin Hao is also the first time to hear that senior Bruce

Lee is so weak in the eyes of Westerners? Wasn't it said that Senior Bruce Lee had

overwhelmed everyone in his time? According to his thoughts, Senior Bruce Lee was so
strong, he must have been the son of Qi back then, the pride of the world, so he couldn't
be this weak, right?

Bob's mouth opened wide, his pupils dimmed, his mind exploded ......
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Chapter 1014

Lauren but laughed, laughed very happy, ah ha ha ha, just laughing and crying, he
laughed because the pride of the Westerners is still there, no one Oriental monkey

suppression, but crying because Lin Hao is weaker than pushing that, then they will

die ......

Pushing the outbreak of that, the speed of the gun is unable to catch up, can only

rely on the power of the average person can not touch can ...... apparently after the loss of
the ghost nine, the whole field is Lin Hao, when Lin Hao are not opponents, certainly to

be pushed? Serve whisker dye er Yi closed zero whisker? That all destroyed ah ......

Jenny originally all for push that feel sorry, she felt that push that although bad,
but that is also a life, should have or can get a real redemption, but suddenly let her



become panic again ...... push that words she also heard, see father sad face, uncle Lauren
crying desperate face, Jenny tears have indisputable down ......

The night one looked like a jumping clown Twitter that, shaking his head lost

laugh. But in all sincerity, if he had to deal with Tui Tena, he might not be able to beat

Tui Tena, or even be torn apart just like Ghost Nine, but his big brother, without any
effort, directly dismantled Tui Tena's terrifying strike, so you can imagine that his big

brother's strength will only be more terrifying ......

He is one of the strongest two people in China at present, one person to step on

the destruction of the East Japan Saint Shinobi God Shinobi existence, perhaps say
Western Europe and North America and more terrifying existence, but, the general
minions if really can be seriously injured or give difficulties with their own big brother,
then their own China's national gate, has long been stepped on, really ridiculous, such
strength, but also said their own China's idol Bruce Lee was treated by them as a

playboy ...... night and day?

Push that stored up, the veins on the neck bulged, four fangs issued a cold light,
fierce and unusual, giving a very strong and oppressive feeling! He glanced at Lauren,
who was actually laughing just now, must have been looking down on him, on Lin Hao

for catching his punch, laughing at him in disgrace, he remembered this bad old man,
damned old man, how dare he despise his half-orc strength ......

"It's getting stronger again!" Ghost Nine whimpered, his pained face showing deep

despair, pushing that itself was so strong, now it's gotten stronger again, how can this be

fought? Can Lin Hao still win? Hey, they really want to lose ......

Bob's face is as cold as frost, bitter smile, with such strength, he also invited killers
to come over to sneak attack, simply let others send death ah, this moment of Bob



suddenly feel, Lin Hao to come or not to come to the same end, then it is better to let Lin

Hao not to come, so that their own kind daughter, to die inside are living, he silently in

his heart to Lin Hao to say sorry, it is he harmed Lin Hao ......

Unfortunately there is no longer a way to say sorry, now he is not talking about

giving Lin Hao his own castle, even if it is his entire assets to Lin Hao he is willing,
anyway, he is dying, he is also dying, what is the use of keeping these? Bob slowly closed

his eyes, his grey pupils' eyes were devoid of light, silently waiting for death, he didn't
need to guess the ending to know that Lin Hao was bound to die ......

"It's over, it's over, we're going to die!" Ghost Nine's men were also overqualified

assassins, but facing such a terrifying existence, they also hissed in despair, after all, their
general assassination even if unsuccessful there is still a chance of escape, but facing such
an enemy, not to mention escape, even if you take a step back, you will die ......

Chapter 1015

"A little something, but so what?" Lin Hao shook the punch hard, once again clutching

Pushtner's fist in a death grip, that hard punch, even if it hit on top of a titanium steel

plate, didn't move at all.

No one had expected that the once-stronger Tui-Te Na would still be unable to

break Lin Hao's defence with a single punch. Why was he so strong?

"I don't believe it!" The two pairs of fangs, exposed, turned scarlet and glowed

silver under the dim light, the blood aura was thick and the killing intent was pervasive,
Pustner had gone mad!



He was a remnant of a cyborg and could easily enter the berserk stage.

The mad up Pustner's neck twisted and twisted beyond the human limit of moving

the neck bone, it was all about to twist into a ninety degree angle, he saw Ghost Nine,
then fiercely grabbed Ghost Nine and bit down on his arm.

"Ah!"With a painful cry, Ghost Nine instantly turned into a corpse, and at the same

time Ghost Nine's corpse became dried up beyond recognition, he was drained of blood!
How was this like a vampire? Having drained Ghost Nine's blood, Pustner once again
pounced madly on his men, one after another, the only two left began to flee, but they
weren't as fast as Pustner!

They began to fight back, their submachine guns firing bullets, the bullets hitting
the skin of Tui T'Na and then falling off onto the ground, the smell of saltpeter was

overpowering, the smell of gunpowder permeated the air, but Tui T'Na was unharmed!

He was able to resist the bullets without being injured? Was this still human?

"Not enough! Far from it!" Pusher shouted, his bloodied face, twisting and turning

in terror like a demon, and he poked his head around, finally catching sight of Lauren, a
flicker of reason telling him he had to eat this man, who had laughed at him, yes, laughed
at him!

Pustner dumped his two already dead underlings and darted as if to pounce on Bob

and Lauren, Lin Hao had a grim look on his face and threw a fierce blast that hit Pustner's
shoulder, the airborne Pustner's body came to a direct halt and then smashed to the

ground.



One second ......

Two seconds ......

Three seconds ......

The man from Ghost 9 and Lauren Bob looked at each other and gasped for breath,
however, the next moment!

Pushtna swiftly climbed to his feet and pounced directly on Lauren and Bob.

Lin Hao once again stepped in to protect Bob, for he could only choose one of the

two, the moment was too fast for Pustner to treat him as he wished, was this the terror of
the cyborg?

Except that Push Turner's target wasn't Bob in the first place, so he brushed past

Lin Hao perfectly and caught Lauren directly.

"Help!" Lauren yelled, forgetting his noble status and shouting as humble as a dog,
the moment was so wretched that his crotch was wet and a foul smell permeated the air,
yet not a single person laughed in shame because it was raw? A moment of life and death.
The moment of death was at stake.



Lin Hao protected Lauren before, that was because Lauren was standing on top of

a line with Bob, Lin Hao then saved two people by hand, but at this moment so close to

him Twitter that crazy counterattack, the target is not Bob, less than a second, Lin Hao

completely misplaced the best time to save people.

"Ah!" The next second, Lauren dying, desperate eyes inside are all remorse, hate
why they keep choking Lin Hao, causing Lin Hao not to save himself, he knows this is all
his own fault, Lauren closed his eyes, God did not favor him again, the identity of the

nobleman is even more let him lose his life, this No. 8 ruins become his final home, he
suddenly understand, why the leaders have been strong to put this piece of fertile land He
suddenly understood why the leaders had been forcibly leaving this fertile land behind,
because it contained the shameful past of F. Only, it did not serve as a wake-up call, and
after the victory of F, they were still gloating, not knowing that the other three nations,
who had saved them, were only bringing along the victory ...... noble dignity, which had

long been trampled down to nothing... ...

Lauren fell, Bob pained. But also see just now Lin Hao thought that push that was

ready to kill himself, and protect himself. He was glad that the person who pushed that

out was not himself, but at the same time he felt sorry for Lauren, which was a

contradiction in his heart ......

Chapter 1016

Lin Hao put him aside and told him, "Go and see how Jenny is doing, I'll take care of this
place."

"Night One, go and help Uncle Bob." Lin Hao instructed Night One.



Night One didn't listen and shook his head vigorously, just now Push That had

clearly been strong enough to threaten Lin Hao, and he didn't want to leave the safe zone
protecting Lin Hao.

Instead, Lin Hao said, "He can't hurt me, but Uncle Bob might get hit by the

shrimp inside, so you protect him. Don't forget what we came for."

Night One struggled to keep up with Bob's pace, only to take one step and look

back three times, worried beyond belief.

Lin Hao's heart was incomparably warm, his eyes growing colder and colder as he

stared at Tui Te Na as if he was staring at a corpse, "If this is just this kind of strength after

the mutation, then let's end it like this!" Lin Hao slammed the ground, his body seemed to

soar up.

"Li Xiaolong!" Ghost Nine's men cried out in alarm.

Pushtna had reached his full strength and naturally charged head on. The power
he exploded with was even more terrifying than that of a seven to eight meter long
crocodile, like an armored car rushing across, and this armored car was incredibly fast,
and with a swoosh, he came to Lin Hao's heels, not only was he fast and big, but at the
same time his fangs glowed with blood, ferocious and violent, like a mutated beast in a

primitive forest... ...

Lin Hao squeezed his fist, his power at the peak of the Ascended Masters gathered

in his fist, a dark glow, a vigorous and endless power gathered in one place, Lin Hao

laughed to himself, against a mutated and berserk Orc, Lin Hao needed to use his whole



body, if there was an Orc stronger than Tui Te, or if there was a large army, wouldn't Lin
Hao have to use his extreme power?

Of course it is impossible for Lin Hao to exercise the Extreme Dao in this situation,
after all, Lin Hao's power cannot be classified by the strength of a normal person, he now?
Closed Yi Ai Wu Serving Ai Zha Fu? Using the peak power of the Innate Sovereign,
mainly because he wanted to have a quick battle, not willing to be romantically involved

in a battle with Tui Te Na, because of his ferocious rampage, might hurt Bob Jenny Night

One and the others next, he did not want to see such a situation.

"I'll eat you!" Pustner hissed, flying madly.

Lin Hao blasted out with a fist, the dark light instantly blossomed out, the majestic

power poured out wildly, like the sea inside who poured fierce big waves, directly
engulfed Pushetna ......

The power of the fist through the chest of the push that, a terrifying breath struck

through the chest of the push that, hit the back of the iron plate above, the iron plate

issued a tear open metal sound, at the same time appeared cobwebbed, and this terrifying
breath right in the centre there is a deep half an arm long depression part, so thick iron,
depression so deep ...... this power than the push that punch, I'm afraid to be much more

vicious, right?

Pushetna seems to have fallen down.

Inside the room where Jenny was being held, one of Pustner's men saw his big

brother being wounded by Lin Hao and immediately pulled out a gun and shot at Jenny,



luckily Bob arrived in time as well as Night One quickly grabbed the gun, otherwise the
consequences would have been unthinkable.

He was a member of the Black Scorpion Organisation and had followed Twitterna
into the 'X' Organisation and hated Lin Hao more than he hated the man who had killed

his parents.

Jenny was shot in the left shoulder, her tears were flowing, her already pale face

was once again as white as paper due to the loss of blood, it was heartbreaking.

He couldn't imagine, if he had stayed at the scene and protected his big brother,
then would Jenny have been shot straight away?

It was, unthinkable ......

Above Jenny's snow white lips, flowed red blood, if it wasn't for these blood dots,
Jenny would have looked like a leukemia patient, "Dad, what's wrong with you, you're
hurt, it's all because of me, you're hurt, I'm letting people off the hook again, it's all my

fault ......"

Bob listened to Jenny before she was able to happen and squeezed a happy smile
onto her face, distorted to the point of pain, his other hand hurriedly untying the ropes

binding her for Jenny ......
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Chapter 1017

Lin Hao was ready to turn around and leave. Ghost Nine's men were grateful to Lin Hao,
who had saved them and at the same time had no intention of killing them. This powerful
orientalist was simply too kind ...... orientalists, all good people, all unwilling to violate

others ......

Lin Hao heard the sound of gunshots coming from inside the room where Jenny
was being held, and he was incredibly worried. Because no matter who is shot, for him
will feel guilty, if Jenny and Night One are shot, he will blame himself, Night One has just
gotten married and came out to run with himself, he will feel sorry for Gu Yue, even along
with Shen Xiyan will feel guilty, Shen Xiyan is Gu Yue's best friend ...... Gu Yue can help

Xiyan less ......

"Watch out!" One of Ghost Nine's men, holding a gun, frantically strafed up ......

"Da da da da da da da da da da ......" instantly four or five strokes sweep up, Lin
Hao pupils wide, only to see that was shot through the chest of the tweeter that still alive

and well, even strength once again, he pounced on the ghost nine's men, hard to carry a

micro-charged sweeping gun muzzle, directly one hand grabbed a, mouth once again

biting a man's arm, instantly in directly killed three people!

Four of Ghost Nine's men, instantly only one was left alive!

Lin Hao was infuriated beyond measure, just as the tweeter that was once again
ready to kill the only one who survived, Lin Hao took on the form of a stump, in his inner

body the extreme dao surged and surged, there was a pressure that Lin Hao wanted to

come out, but was suppressed by Lin Hao.



Speeding beyond the speed of sound, Lin Hao punched down at the tweeter, and
then another!

Only for his head, which he imagined to explode, to resist this Lin Hao's punch
after punch as strongly as if it were a new unbreakable metal of immense strength.

"That's not good enough?" The voice at the bottom of his heart began to mock Lin

Hao ......

"You're too weak ......" the voice sneered icily ......

"If that's the case, you won't be able to protect Shen Xiyan ...... Otherwise, leave it
to me ......" he spurred Lin Hao ......

"Get out!" Lin Hao roared, once again frantic fist, a fist bombarded, hit the sound
of a bursting sound, but Lin Hao did not mean to stop, but frantically suppressed the

resistance of the tweet that, that ghost nine's men were so frightened that they ran deep

into the basement to look for Night One and them, he knew that if he ran outside, he was
sure to die... ...

The frantic basement alleyway battle really began, with close fierce, fist-to-fist
combat. Of course it was Lin Hao's fists that struck the top of Tui Te Na's body, even
denting it and then bringing out white flesh pulp, but Tui Te Na didn't back off at all,
instead he was feverishly resisting Lin Hao's fists, trying to catch him.



Punch after punch,? Wu Wu Zero Di Er Zero Serving Dye? Dozens of punches and

hundreds of punches, finally the speed of the tui tena dropped, and Lin Hao clearly felt

that his vitality was incredibly weak.

"I never thought this kind of thing would be so resistant, good thing they are

particularly clumsy, otherwise it would be really tricky ......" Lin Hao finally gathered his

whole body strength and blasted down with a punch, the horror of this punch surpassed

the power of all the previous punches.

"Buzz!" The next moment, the body of the tweeter collapsed and turned into a

puddle of flesh, a white moving worm body held up a few times and finally turned black

and deflated into what looked like a chip thing as big as a small thumb cap, Lin Hao felt

disgusted and didn't touch it, didn't even look at it more than once, but took off his jacket,
wiped his face clean of the blood from his injuries and slightly tidied up He took off his
jacket, wiped off his face and the blood from his injuries, and tidied up his attire a little

before he hurried to the room where Jenny was being held.

The injured Jenny was comforting me Bob, who was heartbroken, but also
thankful that he and his daughter had survived, he was very grateful to Lin Hao, he had
always wanted to give his castle to Lin Hao before, and now as a token of gratitude, he
thought that when they got out, when the time came to thank Lin Hao, he would just give

the castle to him.

A castle worth several hundred million dollars was no more important than his
and Jenny's lives.

Chapter 1018



"Big brother Lin." When Jenny saw Lin Hao, she stood up excitedly, but at the same time,
as her whole body pulled, she once again pulled the wound on her shoulder, causing a

straight frown and a lot of pain. Lin Hao's heart ached to see this kind girl get shot by the

bad guys because of himself, damn the Black Scorpions, when he's free, he'll definitely
overthrow them! The minions were just so disgusting, it was really true to the old saying,
brats are hard to deal with.

Night One hurried up and blamed himself incomparably, "Big brother, it's all my

fault for not protecting myself properly." He knew that if he hadn't delayed for a second

or two, neither Jenny nor Bob would have been injured, and looking at his big brother's
heartbroken face he knew that he cared quite a bit about this girl, and he had just heard

along the way that the reason why this girl had been kidnapped was all because of his big
brother ......

"It's okay." Lin Hao looked at Night One who was blaming himself immensely,
shook his head and said in an understanding tone.

Naturally, Night One was still listening to the self-blame, and his heart was

incomparably uncomfortable anyway.

"Are you alright, it's all my fault, it's because of me you guys got hurt." Lin Hao

said guiltily, his tone all apologetic. This incident had originally started because of him,
and he had never imagined that the Black Scorpion Organisation would put the seeds of
revenge on Jenny.

Only he also knew that Twitter that was surely only the first revenge on the person,
there would be intermittent existence afterwards, obviously Jenny wanted to live calmly

and quietly like the old days, it was impossible for a short time. Lin Hao thought again,
this trouble no matter who it was for, he had to solve it before it was too late, after all, if



they drove the flames of revenge to China, then it would be a big trouble, thinking about
it, Lin Hao couldn't help but feel a pang of fear.

"It's alright, it's alright. It's just that he's dead." Jenny said, pointing at the corpse
that had fired a bullet at her, her tragic white face filled with sadness. It could be seen

that she blamed herself terribly.

Lin Hao looked at such a Jenny with mixed feelings. After pondering for a while, ?
Xi Zha Wu Shan closed Zha Wu Shan? Lin Hao said to Jenny, "Jenny I'll take you out, but
you have to close your eyes, okay?" Lin Hao told her to close her eyes because he was so

afraid that she would see the tragic situation outside, the scene outside could be described
as hell on earth, especially Twitter that, the death was horrible.

"Good." Jenny trusted Lin Hao immensely and closed her star-filled eyes after she

said her words. Bob couldn't help but cast a grateful look at Lin Hao, he had just been

struggling with how to get Jenny out, the scene outside was simply too much for the

average person to take in, let alone Jenny. She was so kind, she had just felt sorry for the

demon who had shot her ......

Jenny closed her eyes, Lin Hao personally and simply bandaged Jenny's wound,
time told him to find a hospital to treat Jenny as soon as possible, otherwise the wound
would spread out, and even if it was cured afterwards, it would most likely leave a scar.
Lin Hao would never allow such a thing to exist, because he couldn't live with himself if

Jenny was injured.

Bob saw the heartache in Lin Hao's eyes, and associating it with Jenny's injury,
thinking that perhaps Lin Hao really wanted to treat Jenny how he could, Bob spoke

tentatively, "Mr. Lin, go to our previous castle, there are the best doctors in Toulouse

inside, they can cure Jenny." Bob's tone at this moment was with respect, this was a



strong man, he was more terrifying than even the Orcs, the Black Scorpion was the one he
exterminated ......

"Then let's hurry to your castle." Lin Hao surprised opened his mouth and said, this
matter still makes him anxious, after all, in F country, he is unfamiliar with the place, and
then the good hospital he does not have direct contact, even if he goes directly to the

hospital, he may have to go to the number reservation and so on, so that completely

delayed Jenny's best treatment time.

"Good." Blood was also coming out of the wound Bob had tied with his tie, and big

sweat broke out on his forehead when he didn't speak and move too much. This was the
effect of pain, pain that stimulated the nerves, pain that made people sweat, pain like this

that normal people couldn't stand. This way you can see that Bob is also someone who

has had some extraordinary experiences. From Bob's calmness during the sparring earlier,
it was clear that Bob was extraordinary.

The vehicle outside the door drove in, the driver being Bob's full-time driver.
After they got into the car, it took about ten seconds for Night One to get out. Then he

followed them into the car, which then departed from the ruins of number eight.

Super Son-in-law Chapter 1019-1020
Chapter 1019
The night one inside the surveillance screen all black, although he knows the other party

must have backup, but if these photography left the image, F country local police came,
will certainly know what happened here, night one in the Lin family when trained to

learn in the domestic accident abroad after an emergency how to aftermath, like this just
directly clear the image that is the most simple, so also just a dozen seconds to complete.

Jenny in the car asked Lin Hao if he was hurt, Lin Hao directly changed the subject
to something else, he did not want to see Jenny's worried look on this matter all the time,
it is her painful and unbearable memories, the good thing is that she is now emotionally



stable, except for the knowledge of the pain of injury, and did not fall in it, which makes

Lin Hao's worry much less.

"I heard Shan...Chen Shanshan say that you were close friends?" Lin Hao asked,
Chen Shanshan said they were in a company, but it was hear that surprised him, after all,
Chen Shanshan and Jenny were two different classes of people.

"Mm-hmm, I'm very close to Sister Shanshan." Jenny said Chen Shanshan blushed

a lot, it seemed that she really liked Chen Shanshan. This made Lin Hao also look in a

trance, Chen Shanshan ah, then shook his head again not to think about the past. But
what he was even more curious about was why Mu Chen was also there, it was really
unbelievable, Mu Chen was going abroad, but it was so big, the two of them just crossed

paths so hard.

"Brother Lin, did you and Sister Shanshan once love each other?" Jenny asked

wistfully. From Chen Shanshan's mouth one could hear that Chen Shanshan loved Lin

Hao very much, only she didn't say it directly, but Jenny could feel it every time she

listened, after all, the look of liking someone could be seen from inside the corners of

Chen Shanshan's mouth, although she had never been in love, she had seen her

classmates fall in love ah ......

Lin Hao did not know how to answer for a while, he did not know how to explain

his relationship with Chen Shanshan, two people really do not have feelings exist? Maybe

there is, maybe not, to say that there is it is not justified, to say that there is not it, but
also seems very indifferent, Lin Hao finally answered, "I am related to her, right ......"

"Ah, that's right ......" Jenny breathed a sigh of relief, good? Earth closed er love

west whisked closed cover? Like a big stone had been put down in her heart. Lin Hao

looked at her look and also smiled a little, it was good that she was still so cute.

Bob looked at his daughter's appearance, did not know what to say, Lin Hao's
grand wedding, he did not know whether his daughter knew, anyway, he knew, even if

his daughter did not know, I'm afraid that soon will know, after all, that a sea of romance,
do not want to know it is difficult, even his own wife envied Shen Xi Yan, can imagine,
there is no woman in this world does not like that kind of romance. But looking at his

daughter so happy, Bob didn't spoil the fun at such a scene, her daughter was still
injured ......

Her chatting with Lin Hao was relieving the hurt, as could be seen by looking at

the expression on her face ......



Back inside the castle, Chen Shanshan's already red eyes were crying again, while
her legs were finally feeling sore, pacing back and forth nervously for over two hours,
could they not be sore? This is high tension, not the usual shopping and walking, she
leaned on the windowsill, her legs shaking, standing behind her Mu Chen saw Lin Hao

from afar, a depressing feeling appeared directly in her heart ......

Lauren was gone ...... This was the most visual image he saw, the official had
never gotten off the car, which meant that he was dead ...... a living person was dead.
Meanwhile Bob and Jenny were both injured, Jenny's white sarong was stained with

blood, Bob's had been clutching the wrist of his right hand, and from the marks he had

wrapped, the injury was severe, but Lin Hao was unharmed ...... was he so powerful?

The medical staff inside the castle hurriedly pushed the sick car to come, then
picked up Jenny and Bob section, Bob said gratefully to Lin Hao, "Mr. Lin also please wait

for us some time, after we have received treatment, I want to thank you heavily, of course
you will not leave without saying goodbye before Jenny is out of the operating room. And
here are your two oriental friends ......"

After saying that, he waved to Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen behind him. After
seeing Chen Shanshan, Night One still turned his head away from her, Chen Shanshan

was the one he let go, although he also knew that Lin Hao would not how Chen Shanshan,
but if he did not come out to find a step for Chen Shanshan, Chen Shanshan was afraid

that she would feel guilty until she died. And he took it upon himself to let Chen

Shanshan go although it was a situation that benefited Lin Hao, but it still counted as

becoming condemned to Lin Hao ......

Chapter 1020
"I won't go yet." Lin Hao replied, how could he go, the matter of Topang with 'X' he must

solve, so at the moment, he even trance, think grand wedding is a kind of trouble, put in
the car Bob intentionally or unintentionally mentioned this grand wedding, although not

carefully poured out, he may be Pa Jenny heard, but Lin Hao but in inside heard the

worry. After all, if 'X' could set their eyes on Jenny, wouldn't they set their eyes on Shen

Xiyan? Although China is their stronghold, and they also have Jun Wu Ren, and also have
Innate Patriarchs, but facing a tricky existence like Orcs, and they are bizarre and

changeable, I'm afraid that ordinary Innate Patriarchs are really no match ......



It's not that a Heavenly Master can't defeat an Orc like Taitna, it's that when Orcs

come out in a large and well-trained group, a Heavenly Master can't deal with them

either ......

"That's good." Bob nodded and Jenny rejoiced, lifting up slightly from the stretcher

sickbay and looking at Lin Hao with a smile, "Brother Lin, I'll be out in a minute ......" and
was pushed away after that.

Bob gave a bitter laugh and was pushed by the doctor towards the operating room.

Lin Hao only then had time to view the city to come, this castle has its name,
called Golefant Castle, built four hundred years ago, it was left by the ancestors of Bob's
family, the castle is very big, this is what Lin Hao has seen, his private helicopter stays on
the lawn of the castle, that lawn is also a lot, and just now have learned that the castle has

an advanced hospital, even Bob said there is a restaurant inside, various supporting
facilities for entertainment, inside is like a town with perfect facilities, there is
everything ......

A castle servant came, he is Bob ordered to come over to take care of Lin Hao, his
name is Jelson, Lauren cultivated successor, and Lauren character are not too far, after all,
like they are still in the slave society servant relationship has not much, so his mind is the

same as Lauren, are very aging. How can one be a servant without ageing? To put it

nicely, he was a steward, but to put it crudely, he was a servant. And employment

relations in the West are inherently chaotic and very racist ......

Jelson took a few glances at Lin Hao and Night One and found that it was just a
standard Oriental, his eyes snapped, then said contemptuously, "Have you ever seen such

a castle in the East? This kind of castle's advanced and ancient existence, you must not

have one in the East, but it's okay, I can show you around and let you see the world. Mr.
Bob and Miss Jenny are both a kind and hospitable people."

Night One was a little annoyed, after one Lauren had gone, why was there another
Jelson?

"Oh, I forgot to introduce myself, my name is Jelson, I am now the steward of

Golefant Castle, you can call me Steward or Jelson? Shan Aisi closed whisk Shan Wusi?
My last steward is at home counting his money now I'm afraid, after all Mr. Bob is a very

moral gentleman who will respect the law ordinance to pay Bob a large pension, how
envious he is." Jelson said Lauren with a face of envy, put Lin Hao are blinded, especially
the night one, but think about it, Bob certainly did not say Lauren died, after all, he does



not have time to talk to a servant so many useless things, after all, he is the master of the

castle ......

In order not to blow such a man with low self-esteem, Lin Hao did not refute him,
but looked at him, very much pitied him, followed Jelson and began to stroll around the

castle, Chen Shanshan and Mu Chen also came in from upstairs this way, the two of them
also did not have time to visit this castle, Jelson in order to show the grandeur of his own

castle, but also to show the culture of his country to the East, they all invited down.
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